
How does our memory work? 

 This is important, because if we can understand the nature of how our brain and memory 

works, and its limitations, we can learn more effectively and not become frustrated so easily 

 We can avoid putting ourselves in the situations where we don’t learn so effectively 

 Memory is fascinating. Why can we remember vividly things from decades ago – our earliest 

memories – and yet can struggle to remember very recent things (like what I had for dinner 

on Saturday). Why can we remember some very complex methods/things, but struggle to 

remember much more basic stuff?  

 

Start with a quick activity. This is interactive! 

Slide 2 – 10 seconds – write into chat box. 

Same thing: Slide 3 – 10 seconds 

 

Now some of you may accuse me of cheating. But both activities were exactly the same. 17 

shapes/characters, which you had to remember. 

Let’s explore what was happening during both those activities. 

 Many people think the brain is one big memory box/repository box. 

 Some people believe they can’t remember things because they have a “bad memory”.  

 This isn’t true – our minds are much more complicated than that.  

 Above is an image depicting the different parts of our minds.  

 You can see the “sensory memory”. This simply recognises and collects very quickly the 
information from your 5 senses.  

 Working memory. In some ways, it isn’t helpful to think of this as a memory – or certainly 
not a repository box. It is more like a super-fast processing machine interacting with your 
long term memory. It engages with the information from your sensory memory and then – 
like an machine at the Amazon warehouse – goes to your long term memory to make sense  
what our sensory memory has seen. The item you’re looking at, or the aroma you can smell, 
or the thing you’ve just put in your mouth – all of this requires information from your long 
term memory  

 Working memory is also like a filter. In terms of memorising things, it can’t – that’s not its 
job. So you either need to store something in your long term memory, or your working 
memory will get rid of it. Thankful about this! 

 Long term memory – repository box. Amazon warehouse – stores stuff. Different views: 
some people think it records everything, others that its storage is enormous (and that the 
WM can struggle to access it), some say – use it or lose it. What is evident is that LTM has 
the potential to store memory for a life time. 100 billion nerve cells (neurons) / 1 quadrillion 
synapses – connections (1 million billion) 
 
 
Just reflect a minute on what your brain is doing at this very minute: 

 Listening to me, to each individual word and to the sentences I am forming. It is 
hearing those words, dashing into the LT memory to seek from its store of hundreds 
of thousands of words, and the context in which I’m saying them, and transferring 



them back to your working memory where you can understand what I’m saying. And 
this is happening in nano-seconds 

 At the same time, you can see hundreds of items around you – your WM is seeing 
them, processing them and dipping in to your LTM to find them so you can recognise 
them, name them and know how to use them 

 You may be also thinking of what you’re going to do next – have dinner etc 
 When you get up to walk around, your mind will instantly recognise the space you 

need to go, will navigate your muscles and senses to balance you and navigate you 
to where you need to go 

 And all of this whilst at the same time remembering to instantly instruct your body 
to do the things it needs to do to live – breathe etc… 

 
The memory/brain is incredible, and when we say things like “I have a bad memory”, I think we’re 
doing our poor brain a bit of a disservice.  

 
 

So in the first task: 

• In the first task, your WM had to work very hard. 17 random shapes it instantly recognised 

as numbers, but could retrieve information anything from your long term memory to help it 

remember 

• So your working memory then tried to learn it but had nothing to “pin” the information to. 

In short, you had too much to learn within a short space of time. Your working memory 

could only hold on to so much. 

• Your working memory is very weak. Studies suggest your working memory can only hold 3 or 

4 pieces of information for a very short space of time (less than 20 seconds). [Incidentally, 

this is a good thing: we need our working memory to be clear so we are not constantly 

thinking of everything!  

In the second task: 

• In the second task, your sensory memory automatically tried to retrieve information from 

your long term memory and succeeded. It recognised the sentence structure as something 

you have seen before and have previously learnt. Within nano seconds, you could recognise 

it and instantly remember it – and you will do forever 

• Your long term memory transferred that information to your working memory meaning you 

could recite it easily and quickly. You had over 9 seconds to relax 

• Your long term memory is exceptionally strong. Memories stored here can last for decades 

and it has capacity to store huge levels of information. You won’t even be aware of the 

memories your long term memory holds – for example, the ability to read this sentence is 

complex. It requires knowledge of many words, what they mean, what each letter represents 

and the meaning behind each sentence. The fact you can process all of that almost instantly 

and so easily is because of your long term memory.  

Show video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUoJc0NPajQ&t=47s 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUoJc0NPajQ&t=47s


3 things we know of our brain 

1/ Forgets things: talk through Ebbinghaus 

2/ takes shortcuts. How optical illusions work / some people say the brain is lazy! 

https://arden.ac.uk/knowledge-base/subject-areas/psychology-sociology/5-ways-your-brain-tricks-

you 

 

3/ operates best in certain circumstances 

Tom Senninger – learning zones 

Robert Yerkes / John Dodson – U shaped curve 

 

Ebbinghaus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCsQHe-NpaM 

 

Discuss:  

Strategies we tell kids: 

- Keep at it: regularly, short but often 

- Re-tell someone else / recite regularly 

- Write it out / write-copy-cover-check 

 


